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Floors, Floors beautiful Floors...
Not only have floors become more exotic in both design and material selection but, 

equally, we all expect to see the floor maintained to any exceptionally high standard, 

literally sparkling clean, in high profile locations; super clean in the 

workplace and public space... just as we would expect in our 

own living space.

Single disc rotary floor machines constitute the very 

foundation of hard floor maintenance and by the correct 

selection of size, weight, speed and attachments 

you will be able to achieve standards of 

which you can be justly proud.

The development of floors and flooring materials within the broad range of 
commercial developments has been very pronounced over the past decade.

NPR1515
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Floors, Floors beautiful Floors...
Floor Machines

Accessories
Floor Accessories 15-17

Loline 332 4
Loline 415 5
NPR1515 6
NPR1523 7
NPR1530 8
NPR1545 9
NuSpeed 10
NuSpeed Large 11
NuSpeed Twin 12 
NuSpeed Spraytec 13
NuSpeed Ultra 14

The Numatic LoLine, NuPower and NuSpeed 

machine ranges provide 

a selection of models 

and specifications to suit 

the majority of standard, and many specialized, 

applications ensuring highly efficient performance, 

excellent results and total operator satisfaction.

The old adage is as meaningful today as it always has been:-

“The Right Equipment for 
the Right Job will provide 
the Right Results...”

Make sure you take the time to 

consider not only the needs of the application 

but also the needs and capabilities of the individuals 

whose job it will be to do the work involved.

Good Selection will ensure Good Results

For the full Twintec and Vario 

range, including accessories,  

see pages 20 - 35.

Twintec & Vario

NLL415

NR1500
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The Loline range of low profile floorcare machines has been developed to 
meet both the growing demand and need for a choice of models that are 
smaller in size, lighter in weight, compact and convenient in storage whilst, 
at the same time, being quick and easy to use 
without loss of performance.
The new Loline rotaries have been 
designed specifically to meet this 
demand and raise the handling 
and performance levels to an 
exceptional user friendly standard, be it 
for men or women operators.
The smallest model in the Loline range can 
claim performance characteristics equal 
to that of bigger, more industrial 
machines, yet with an ease and 
speed of operation that will 
immediately endear it to any 
operator.
A full range of 33cm 
(13”) brushes and 
pad drives allows 
the machine to 
be used for all 
of the primary 
floorcare 
functions.

 Motor Deck Brush Pad Power Speed Range Weight Size

 400W 330mm 330mm 330mm  200rpm 32m 18Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1145 x 330 
x 540mm

With a total weight of only 18Kg and an operating 
speed of 200rpm, the machine literally exudes 
convenience and versatility. Fast and user friendly like 
never before.

LoLine NLL332

Polyscrub 
Heavy Duty 
Scrubbing 
Brush

Full range of 
brushes and pad drives.
See page 15.

NLL332

Slim Folded Profile

Powerful Motor

Selection of Brushes
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 Motor Deck Brush Pad Power Speed Range Weight Size

 400W 400mm 400mm 360mm  150rpm 32m 18.5Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1145 x 360 
x 540mm

LoLine NLL415

Polyscrub 
Heavy Duty 
Scrubbing 
Brush

Full range of 
brushes and pad drives.
See page 15.

NLL415

With the increasing demand and need for higher standards of cleanliness, 
the Lolines will put truly usable power in the hands of the operator, yet with 
a level of convenience that cannot fail to impress and, subsequently, to 
improve both efficiency and the final results.
The Loline 415 model embodies all of the 
many unique features of the 332 
but is suitable for a range of 
larger 40cm (16”) brushes and 
36cm (14”) floor pads.
With this machine running at an 
operating speed of 150rpm it is a genuine 
taskmaster, satisfying a whole host of 
floor maintenance needs, be it polishing or 
scrubbing.

The exceptional ease of use 
cannot fail to impress any user, and even more so 
where extended operating hours are part of the 
daily routine. 
The solution tank system allows for easy use and 
compact storage, whilst its unique universal filling 
system adds further to operator convenience.Slim Folded Profile

Selection of Pads and Brushes

Large Solution Tank
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NuPower NPR1515

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Convenient Control Housing Access

Large Solution Tank

150rpm Gearbox

Optional Hi-Dust Filter

With its enhanced power and performance the NPR-1515 provides a genuine 

“workhorse” that will take almost anything in its stride.

The full 1500 Watt motor unit packs almost 50% more power than normally 

required and this power is transmitted to the floor through our long established 

150rpm, oil filled, low load, planetary gearbox.

The big advantage of excess power is to provide scope for many additional 

tasks where the excess power is 

both advantageous and needed.  

Crystallization, floor sanding, scarifying, 

adding 10 kg or 20 kg of extra weight, all of 

these can be accommodated with this standard 

machine.

All NuPower models also incorporate our 

exclusive ATC (Automatic Torque Control 

system) that monitors operational load 

and boosts torque as required to provide 

consistent performance and varying load 

conditions.  With a full range of brushes, 

pad drives and accessories, you have 

in the NPR-1515 a machine you can 

trust, day in day out, year after year.

Optional Hi-Dust filters may be

specified for machines used

in exceptionally “dust laden”

environments.

 Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 400mm 450mm  150rpm  32m 30Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1185 x 580 
x 450mm

Optional
DT130

Also available in 115V/120V 
specification.
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NuPower NPR1523

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Full Brush Range

Large Solution Tank

Optional 10Kg Additional Weight

230rpm Gearbox

The universal NPR-1523 is truly two machines in one, providing the optimum 

balance between the two primary functions of scrubbing and polishing floors.

With its oil filled planetary gearbox providing a working speed of 230 rpm, this 

is 50% more  speed than the NPR-1515. You scrub faster, and when it comes 

to polishing, the speed is a vital ingredient to improved results.

With the 1500 Watt power specification 

“drop on” weights can be added at any 

time, scrubbing even better and polishing 

like a dream.

As with all NuPower models the NPR-1523 

incorporates ATC, Automatic Torque Control, as 

standard; providing exceptionally consistent 

performance under varying 

load conditions.

This is truly the ideal 

choice for somebody 

who needs the best 

of both worlds... a one 

speed machine that 

not only does the job 

of two, but does it 

better.

 Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 400mm 450mm  230rpm  32m 30Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1185 x 580 
x 450mm

Optional
DT130

Also available in 115V/120V 
specification.
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Also available in 115V/120V 
specification.

NuPower NPR1530

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Dustrol Vacuum Unit

Optional 10Kg Weight

Dust Collector Ring

300rpm Gearbox

Where polishing is the single purpose of a floor machine then the NPR-1530 is 

an ideal selection.

We have shown in our main illustrations the machine fitted with our full power 

Dustrol vacuum system which acts to vacuum simultaneously with the polishing 

function, ensuring the highest of dust-free standards.  Unlike the NPR-1523 this 

is a polishing machine only and is not suitable for wet scrubbing operations.

With the added 1500 Watt specification the 

NPR-1530 can be used for spray cleaning 

and its ATC, Automatic Torque Control, provides 

superb performance in this mode.  

Polish floors, whatever the surface, with or without 

vacuum, using brushes or pads, with or 

without extra weight and 

with the added option 

of SprayTec cleaning.

 Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 400mm 450mm  300rpm  32m 30Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1185 x 580 
x 450mm

Optional
DT130
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NuPower NPR1545

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Optional SimpliSpray

Optional Hi-Dust Filter

450rpm Gearbox

To run consistently at Xtra high speeds needs the full NPR-1545 specification 

and the results truly show what it’s made of.

Here you have a burnisher with a full 1500 Watt power unit... an oil filled 

450 rpm planetary gearbox... ATC Automatic Torque Control that monitors 

operation and boosts torque as required; 

ensuring constant operational 

performance.  ATC is particularly useful when 

spray cleaning at these higher speeds.  

There is a selection of brushes and 

pad drives, allowing a complete selection 

of polishing heads to achieve the desired 

results on a whole variety of floor surfaces 

with a whole range of different chemical 

preparations.

The machine is particularly applicable to 

high-gloss finishes and, similarly, will be 

found to be exceptional when dry pad 

stripping a floor and burnishing after 

resealing the surface - all with the one 

machine. 

Optional Hi-Dust filters may be

specified for machines used

in exceptionally “dust laden”

environments.

 

 Motor Pad Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 400mm 450mm  450rpm  32m 30Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1185 x 580 
x 450mm

Optional
DT130

NuPower NPR1530

Easy Access to All Operational Controls
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NuSpeed NR1500 S, M & H
NuSpeed is a new generation of floor maintenance machines which is only made 
possible by a new drive system, introducing a dramatic 50% increase in power output.
The unique NuSpeed design concept means that for a machine of such compact 
proportions, an increase to 40kg in the operating weight can be achieved within the 
standard specification, with an optional additional 10kg if required... it has the power and 
weight that do the work and produce the results.
In addition to the power and performance, many extra operating features have been 
added, making this machine perhaps one of the most user friendly, hard working 
professionals, in the Floorcare business.
The NuSpeed series is now equipped, as standard, with performance enhancing ATC, 
Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that monitors operation and boosts torque 
as required to provide consistent performance under varying load 
conditions.
Available in 3 speeds, standard 150rpm Heavy Duty, 
medium 230rpm Universal and high 300rpm Spray 
Clean.  
In today’s Floorcare market the 230rpm universal is 
really two machines in one, with excellent and efficient 
performance be it scrubbing, polishing or spray cleaning.

 Model Motor Disc Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

  1500W 400mm 450mm    32m 40Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1250 x 580 
x 460mm

Optional
DT130

150rpm
230rpm
300rpm

S =

M=

H =

NR1500S
NR1500M
NR1500H

NR1500S

NR1500H

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Cable Secure

Cable Release

Mains Plug

Heavy-Duty Gearbox
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NuSpeed NRL1500
When it comes to large areas of floor maintenance or restoration there is no substitute 
for both size and weight.
The NRL uses a range of 550mm brushes or 500mm floor pads and is supplied as 
standard in a 40kg specification, fitted with the Automatic Torque Control System - 
designed to give constant performance under even the most arduous conditions.
In the standard 150rpm specification the NRL is a genuine ‘workhorse’ 
which, by virtue of its size, weight and drive system, will exhibit excellent 
handling characteristics in the majority of applications.
The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance 
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique 
system that monitors operation and boosts torque, as 
required, to provide consistent performance 
under varying load conditions.
The ‘snap-on’ 10kg standard weight can 
be easily removed, and replaced as required to suit 
various applications.
Fast and user friendly like never before.

 Motor Disc Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 500mm 550mm  150rpm  32m 40Kgs230V
AC 50Hz

1250 x 610 
x 540mm

Optional
DT130

NRL1500

10Kg Weight

Cable Secure

Extra-Large Brush

Heavy-Duty Gearbox
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A true 2 x 2 of the Floorcare business with a hi-range and lo-range drive system, 
allowing an instant selection of speed between 150rpm and 300rpm to suit the need 
of the operator and a full 40kg professional operating weight as standard.
The Twinspeed function is particularly useful for those many applications where one 
machine must satisfy many different requirements within the working day and with the 
very real advantage of compact storage when not in use.
The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance 
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system 
that monitors operation and boosts torque, as required, to provide 
consistent performance under varying load conditions.
If scrubbing large areas is the need at one particular time, you 
switch to lo-range 150rpm but, conversely, when floor polishing 
is the requirement then the hi-range setting doubles 
the speed, doubles the results and halves the 
polishing time. 
The Twinspeed has superb power and performance and 
shares all the many professional features of the Nuspeed 
range.

An extensive range of accessories 
is available 

including; 
solution 
tank and 
Dustrol vacuum 

systems as shown, all adding 
to the exceptional versatility of this 
design. Our Flexi Pad Drive   system is 
supplied as standard for 300rpm use. 
For brush applications select from our 
standard range see page 15, 16 & 17.

*

*
 Motor Disc Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

  400mm 450mm    32m 40Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1250 x 580 
x 460mm

Optional
DT130

150rpm
300rpm

1000W/
1200W

NuSpeed Twin NRT1530

Option Dustrol Vacuum System

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Large Solution Tank

Hi-Lo Switch

Flexi Pad Drive System
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The majority of floor preparation and maintenance programmes require a machine 
with the optimum balance between weight and speed to achieve the desired results.

The Nuspeed NRS450 running at 450rpm and with an increased operating weight of 
35Kg has been designed to provide a professional answer to applications where spray 
buffing is the obvious and cost effective solution to maintaining floors to a higher visual 
standard, which is often the need in high profile environments.

The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance enhancing “A.T.C”, 
Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that monitors operation and boosts torque, 
as required, to provide consistent performance under 
varying load conditions.

When equipped with our spraykit this machine 
will provide a fully integrated system that 
is not only user friendly but equally floor 
friendly, both getting exactly what is 
required – ease of handling on the one hand 
and an excellent floor finish on the other. 

The Spraytec system will provide, long 
and reliable service and results you will 
be proud of.

 Motor Disc Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 400mm 450mm  450rpm  32m 35Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1250 x 580 
x 460mm

Optional
DT130

NuSpeed Spraytec NRS450

Cable Secure

Optional SimpliSpray System

Heavy-Duty Gearbox

Cable Release

Mains Plug

All NRS-450s are supplied as standard 
with our Spider Pad Drive. For brush 
applications select from our standard range 
see pages 15, 16 & 17.
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The Nuspeed Ultra is unique in many respects, providing a burnishing machine that 
automatically adjusts to varying floor conditions whilst in use and that can be easily 
manoeuvred in even the most restricted areas.
If it’s high lustre polish or wet look surfaces you are after, then look no further. The 
Ultraflo’ incorporates our unique automatic floating head pad drive allowing a totally 
consistent performance between pad and floor and, by virtue of the increased power and 
pad pressure applied, a significant advance in the surface temperature is 
achieved: substantially improving the polishing results.
The Nuspeed series is now equipped as standard with performance 
enhancing “A.T.C”, Automatic Torque Control.  A unique system that 
monitors operation and boosts torque, as required, to provide 
consistent performance under varying load conditions.
This machine will also be very well received 
in the many congested applications as its 
functional characteristics are totally neutral; 
allowing effortless operation and control even in 
the most confined of locations.
The Dustrol vacuum system can easily be retrofitted 
providing an exceptional vacuuming/polishing 
combination; resulting in not only 
highly polished but also fully 
vacuumed floors... doing two 
jobs at once really does make 
sound economic sense!

NuSpeed Ultra NRU1500

 Motor Disc Brush Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Size

 1500W 400mm 400mm  1500rpm  32m 32Kgs 230V
AC 50Hz

1250 x 660 
x 460mm

Optional
DT130

Option Dustrol Vacuum System

Simple to Use Operator Handle

Hi-Tech and Robust

Front Support Wheel
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13

NuSpeed Ultra NRU1500 Loline 332/415 
Accessory

NLL332 Accessories

NLL415 Accessories

Floorcare Accessories

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

16

14

12

FMA-606101 NLL Solution Tank

FMA-606104 330mm Union Mix Polish Brush

FMA-606556 330mm Nyloscrub Brush

FMA-606033 330mm Polyscrub Brush

FMA-606111 330mm Nuloc Pad Drive Board

FMA-606102 400mm Union Mix Polish Brush FMA-606178 NPR Dustrol Kit (Blue)

FMA-606615 NPR Optional Spraytec Kit

FMA-606360 NuSpeed Optional 400mm Brush  
 Deck (grey)
FMA-606187 NPR Optional 400mm Brush  
 Deck (blue)

FMA-606361 NuSpeed Standard 450mm Brush  
 Deck (grey)
FMA-606188 NPR Standard 450mm Brush  
 Deck (blue)

FMA-606362 NuSpeed Optional 500mm Brush  
 Deck (grey)
FMA-606189 NPR Optional 500mm Brush  
 Deck (blue)FMA-606077 NPR 10Kg Weight

FMA-606890 NPR Solution Tank

FMA-606112 360mm Nuloc Pad Drive Board

FMA-606105 400mm Polyscrub Brush

FMA-606108 400mm Nyloscrub Brush

15
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

FMA-606113 NuSpeed extra external 10Kg 
Weight for NR1500S (40Kg to 50Kg).

FMA-606363 NRS-450 Standard 450mm Brush 
Deck with 5Kg Extra Weight

FMA-606079 NR/NPR Dustrol Control Brush 
Ring (also standard with Dustrol Kits)

FMA-606202 450mm Union Mix Polish Brush

FMA-606203 450mm Polyscrub Brush

FMA-606204 450mm Nyloscrub Brush

FMA-606206 400mm Nuloc Pad Drive Board

FMA-606700 400mm Porcupine Pad Holder

FMA-606305 FT 450/1 Heavy Duty Scrubbing/
Stripping Brush

FMA-606306 450mm Longlife Brush

FMA-606307 FT 450/3 Longlife Light Scrubbing 
Brush

Floorcare Accessories

10

11

FMA-606084 NS/NR Solution tank

18

17

FMA-606056 NR Dustrol Kit (Grey)

FMA-606054 NR Optional Spraytec Kit

19

20

31

32

33

34

35

36

FMA-606308 FT 450/4 High Lustre   
Polish Brush

FMA-606087 Spider Drive universal High- 
 Speed Polishing Brush 

FMA-606086 Spider Drive High-Speed Short  
 Trim Burnishing Brush 

FMA-606078 Spider High-Speed pad drive 

FMA-606088 Spider Drive high- speed   
long life polishing brush

FMA-606857 Flexi-Pad Drive for use with top  
 quality pads 
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Woodcare
Accessories

51

52

53

54

55

56

FMA-606130 Airo-Prep: Pre-Sand Pad (x5) 

FMA-606131 Airo-Prep: Sanding Disc 40 Grit (x10) 
FMA-606132 Airo-Prep: Sanding Disc 60 Grit (x10) 
FMA-606134 Airo-Prep: Sanding Disc 80 Grit (x10) 
FMA-606135 Airo-Prep: Sanding Disc 100 Grit (x10) 
FMA-606136 Airo-Prep: Sanding Disc 120 Grit (x10) 
FMA-606137 Airo-Prep: Sanding Disc 150 Grit (x10) 

FMA-606138 Airo-Pol: Polipad Grade 600 (x5) 
FMA-606139 Airo-Pol: Polipad Grade 1500 (x5) 
FMA-606140 Airo-Pol: Polipad Grade 1800 (x5) 
FMA-606141 Airo-Pol: Polipad Grade 2000 (x5) 

FMA-606142 Airo-Dust: Dusting Disc (x5) 

FMA-606093 Airo Starter Pack (1 Set)
FMA-606093 Airo Starter Pack inc. Airo Drive Board

FMA-606620 400mm Airo Drive Board 

NRL Accessories

Specialised Accessories

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

FMA-606028 550mm Polyscrub Brush

FMA-606550 550mm Nyloscrub Brush

FMA-606115 550mm Union Mix Polish Brush

FMA-606551 550mm Longlife Brush

FMA-606034 500mm Nuloc Pad Drive Board

FMA-606207 400mm Wire Scarifying Brush

FMA-606834 Replacement 6 Segments for above

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

FMA-606626 360mm Porcupine Pad Drive Board

FMA-606209 400mm Sandotex Disc Drive

FMA-606208 400mm Carbotex Grinding Disc

FMA-606835 Replacement 3 Silicon Carbide  
 Discs for above

FMA-606211 400mm Heavy Duty Scarifying  
 Disc - Spirotex 6 head

FMA-606836 Replecement 6 Spirotex Head  
 Units for above

FMA-612002 20m Cable Roll Extension UK
FMA-612003 20m Cable Roll Extension Euro
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